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ABSTRACT

Extensive use has been made of multiplicative bidding strategies

in the literature relating to auctions of mineral leases. It is shown

that , generall y, multiplicative strategies are not in equilibrium. It

is also established that an equilibrium bidding strategy is not a func—

tion merely of a sufficient statistic for the true value, or of

any other of a class of related statistics, if an individual bidder ob-

serves sore than one piece of information. The general insufficiency

of a single simple statistic is briefly discussed and a special class

of models is identified in which a single simple statistic is indeed

strategically sufficient. -

*Th. research described in this paper was supported in part by National
Science Foundation Grants Nos. S0C77—27401 and SOCJ8—252l9. /

This work relates to Department of the Navy Contract N000l4—77-C05l8
issued by the Office of Naval Research under Contract Authority NR 047-
006. However , the content does not necessarily reflect the position or
the policy of the Department of the Navy or the Government , and no off i-
cial •ndoramaent should be inferred.

The United States Government has at least a royalty—free , nonexclu—
sive and irrevocable license throughout the world for Government purposes
to publish, translate , reproduce, deliver, perform, dispos. of, and to
authorise others so to do, all or any portion of this work .
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Introduction

In a recent survey (Engelbrecht—Wiggans [1)), it is noted tha t mul—

tiplicative lognormal error models and multiplicative bidding strategies

are used extensively in the literature relating to auctions of mineral

leases. In many of these models, each individual bidder is assumed to

have available only, at most, a single piece of proprietary information

about the true value of the object. Under relatively restrictive con—

ditions, Rothkopf [3] proves that a symeetric Nash equilibrium point

arises when each bidder bids a fixed multiple of his informational random

variable; Winkler and Brooks [5] prove an analogous result for the exis-

tence of equilibrium additive strategies in models with additive errors.

In more general situations, such simple strategies need not be in

equilibrium. Using a numerical example based on an Outer Continental

Shelf oil lease sale , Engelbrecht—Wiggans [2] indicates that multipli-

cative strategies may be quite inferior when all opposing bidders use

their equilibrium strategies. We will verify that in general there is

no simple statistic on which equilibrium strategies may be based, if

each individual observes more than one piece of information; in particu-

lar , this establishes that strategies which are multip les of such a sta—

tistic are not in equilibrium.

An interesting corollary is obtained by considering our result in

conjunction with a result stated by Teisberg [4; pp. 47—50]. He considers

sumearizing all of an individual ’s information in a single statistic;

with an appropriate choice of parameters, the particular statistic he

uses is the posterior mean of the true value. If the bidders are restricted

to bidding strategies which are functions only of such a statistic, then

an equilibrium bidding strategy for each bidder is to bid a multiple

___________ ____________ _________________ —~~ —— —.——-——~ ~~~~
-
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3

of his statistic . Upon comparison with our result , it must be concluded

that several pieces of information should not in general be condensed into

a single statistic of the form considered by Teisberg.

This raises the question of whether there is any single statistic

which captures all the information necessary to calculate an equilibrium

bid. On one level, the answer is trivially affirmat ive: the equilibrium

bidding strategy itself is such a statistic of the available informa t ion.

Alternatively, one could restrict attention to a more limited class of

“simple” statistics. For example, one night only consider diffsrent

averages of the information; the statistics used by Teisberg are of this

form. In this case, equilibrium bidding strategies do not generally

depend only on a “simple” statistic. However, we will characterize several

special classes of *odels in which each equilibrium strategy depends

only on a single simple statistic, an average o~ the several pieces of

information.

The Auction )kdel

Let Z be the true (but unknown) value of the single object being

sold; Z is chosen by Nature from the known distribution • It

is traditional to assume that 2 has a “diffuse” distribution; that

is, there is no prior information available about the value of Z

Each of n individuals observes the outcome of one or more informational

random variables; individual i i. told the vector X~ — (X~ ~
, ••~~~~ X~ kIi

The distribution F~ ~ 
. . ., x a) of the information, con-

—1’ ‘~~~~ —~~~ 
—n

ditional on the true value, is known to all bidders.

Each individual must choose a bidding strategy b~ : RkI • R

specifies what real-valued bid will be submitted when any particular

— -- --- . .— ~ — ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- —
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vector of informational variables is observed. The rules of the auction

specify that the object is sold to the highest bidder at a price equal

to the amount bid, whenever this amount exceeds the seller ’s reservation

price; the object remains unsold if no bid exceeds the reservation price.

It is convenient to restrict our consideration to models in which

each X~,3 is a lognoraally—distributed multiple of the true value

2 . (We specifically do not assume that the ~~~~~ are conditionally inde-

pendent.) It may be noted, by considering the logarithms of Z and

of the X~~~’s , that many observations about the multiplicative model

will translate directly into analogous results for bidding models with

additive normally—distributed errors.

The simplest possible symeetric case arises when each individual

observes one piece of “strictly private” information; X1, ... , are

independent (conditional on 2 ), identically—distributed random vari-

ables For this case, Rothkopf proves (for the multiplicative—informa-

tion model, when the reservation price is zero) that there is a constant

c such that the bidding strategies bj(x i) — cx~ constitute a symeetric

Nash equilibrium. Winkler and Brooks consider the analogous case in

which the information is a random error added to the true value and prove

that there is a constant c such that the strategies bi(xj) a c +

are in equilibrium.

Public and Private Information

Perhaps the next simplest case is that in which each individual ob—

serves two p ieces of information, on. of which is strictly private and

the othe r of which is “public”: each — (X~~1. X 1 2 ) wh.re

X 1,2 — ... X~~2 — W, and (X 1, 1 ...~~ X~~ 1 W ) are conditionally

independent. In traditional auction models, this case corresponds to 

- - 
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the situation in which each individual receives only one piece of strictly

private information, but where the prior distribution of the true value

is not diffuse. (The public information is used to update the diffuse

prior distribution, yielding a proper (non—diffuse) distribution of the

true value prior to observing the strictly private information..)

In our subsequent analysis we assume that the private informational

variables (X~, ~~~~~~~~ 
X~) are identically distributed, that they and the

public informational variable W are independent lognormally—distributed

multiples of the true value Z , and that the prior distribut ion of

Z is a diffuse lognormal distribution. We make the further

assumption that the seller ’s reservation price is zero . In this case,

one night hope to find a synmietric Nash equilibrium in which each bidder ’s

strategy is an increasing function of his pr ivate information. It is

proven in the appendix that if such a strategy exists, it cannot be

expressed in closed form; specifically, if there were a closed—form ex-

pression for such equilibrium strategies, it could be used to obtain a

closed—form expression for the cumulative distribution of a normally—

distributed random variable.

There is at least one important implication of the result. Teisb.rg

considered the private—public information model described above, and

restricted each bidder to strategies which are functions of a statistic

of the form ; for appropriate choices of the parameter a ,

this statistic reduces to the private information X~ , the public in—

formation W , or a constant multiple of the expected true value of

the object posterior to the observation of the random variables

and V . Under this restriction on the bidding strategies, T.isberg

proved that , for some c , the strategies bi(xj, w) cx~v0’~

_ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  _ _  

_ _ _
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constitute a Nash equilibrium point ; note that each strategy bi is

an increasing f unction of the variable x1 , and has a closed—form ex—

pression. 
-

When the two preceding results are conbi~~d, it follows that equi-

librium strategies in the unrestricted auction are not functions merely

of statistics of the form X~W
(
~
.*) 

. Thus, despite any intuition to

the contrary (e.g. , Teisberg (4; p. 49]), an individual should not base

his bid solely on a single statistic sufficient for estimating the true

value; such a single statistic does not capture everything of relevance

in the several pieces of information.

There is an intuitive explanation for why a single statistic, suf-

ficient for estima t ing the true value , does not capture everything

revealed by the several pieces of information. In an auction , a bidder

is not only concerned with the true value of the object, but is also

concerned with his chances of winning. Whether a bidder wins depends

on the strategies used by the opposing individuals and on the informa-

tion they observe. Thus, even if each other bidder ’s bid were to be a

function of a single statistic of his information, the remaining bidder

should not only be concerned with the true value, but also with these

statistics of the opposing ind ividuals. In general , a single statistic

sufficient for the true value is not sufficient for the other bidders’

statistics; thus bidding strategies should not be based merely on a suf-

ficient statistic for the true value.

A relatively special class of model can be identified , in which a

single “natural” statistic is indeed sufficient for both the true value

and for the opposing individuals’ values for their statistics. Define

a model to be information—symeetric both with respect to individuals

and with respect to information components if each individual receives

~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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the same number k of pieces of information and if FxIz(!Ia) a

where * — (A1, ..., ~~
) and z’ denotes any vector obtained by inter—

changing two components of the vector z • FOr such sy tric models,

whsn all informational var iables are lognormal random multiples of the

true value, the statistic ~~~~~~~ is sufficient (in the eyes of

bidder i ) both for the true value and for all the information of the

opposing individuals. (After one takes the natural logarithms of all

random variables, the verification entails straightforward, but occa-

sionally messy, manipulations of multivariate normal distributions.)

In another vein one can eliminate the assumption of information—

sy .try, and assume instead that the bidders observe only strictly

private information (that is, the random vectors X1, ..., are con—

ditionally independent). Then it is clear that a sufficient statistic

for the true value contains all the info rmation a player must consider

for strategic purposes.

Conclusion

This paper verifies that if each individual receives more than one

piece of information (or, equivalently, if the prior distribution of

the. true value is not diffu se) then there is not in general a sy .tric

Nash equilibrium point in which each bidder ’s strategy is a function

of a single simple statistic of his information.

Although the discussion and the particular results are r•lated to

a multiplicative—informa tion model, the results can easily be extended

to models with additiv e normall y-distributed errors. More important ,

however, is the observation that the insufficiency of a single simple

statistic appears to depend on the fact tha t it cannot su ariae both

the true value, and other bidders’ information, simultaneously. Since

this is also true for more general models, th. results and observations

I
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in the abov, discussion should provide insight into the problem of ob—

tam ing functional forms of equilibrium bidding strategies in a general

context .
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APPENDIX

It will be shown , by contradiction , that there is no closed—form

symeetric equilibrium point, each component of which is a strictly—in-

creasing differentiable function of the corresponding private informa-

tion variable. For simplicity, we will consider the case where n , the

number of bidders, is two; W~(Z~z) and both X1~ (Z. z) are assumed to be

normal with mean z and variance one; and z i  (X
i xi, V — v) is nor—

mel with mean (x + w)/2 and variance one—half. (Note , the above random

variables correspond to the natural logarithms of those used in the body

of the paper ; the above conditional distribution of Z is consistent with

W I ( Z—z) being normal with mean z and variance one (i.e., additive errors)

and the marginal prior of Z being normal with infinite variance) .

Consider any differentiable function b(x , w) which is strictly in—

c~easing in x . If one individual observes W — w and X1 — x and bids

B , while the other individual bids b(X2, w) , then the expected monetary

profit to the first is

E(x ,w,B) — ~::_: ‘t :b(t ,w)<B~~ 
B)f (x z Ix w) (t ,z I X 1—x , W w )  dt dz

Thus, a necessary condition for a symmetric equilibrium is that the deri-

vative of E(x , w, B) with respect to B , evaluated at B b(x, w), is

zero; that is ,

— r. ~~~~~~ -

~~~~~~~~~~~~ —- - ‘ -~~2~~~~~~~~~~ 4~~~~~ &~ ~~~
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a——[c z f(x2,zI:1,w)
(t
~
1
~~l

Z, Way) dz

- b(x,w) f f(x2,z1x1,w)
(tszIX lax~ 

Way) da]  i [ ~~ b(x ,w)J

t X  Z~~~

J f ~ x ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
dz dt

z.—~~ 2 j

If the involved random variables have the previously—assumed normal

densities, and if the function b can be expressed in closed form, then

the left—hand side of the above condition may be reduced to a closed—form

expression , while the right—hand side reduces to

t—x

J —i-— [_~ [t-(w+x)/21 ~~
t--— i~ii 1

2 
~m- - j

However, this is simply the probability that a normal random variable with

mean (w + x)/2 and variance 3/2 is less than x ; since there is no

closed—form expression for the cumulative distribution of a normal random

variable , the desired result follows.
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